Pepper/Salt Mill Instructions
The Pepper/Salt Mill Chucky can be used in various ways for turning and finishing.
The two purple chuckies can hold the bottom of the pepper mill between centers.

The arbor and one of the purple chuckies can hold the top of the pepper mill.

The arbor and one of the purple chuckies can hold the top and bottom of the pepper mill
simultaneously.

Please read the following IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
Both Chuckies are made slightly oversize to accommodate the different brands of Forstner bits
or drills as they are not all exactly the same size; even though they say they are – they aren't.

Drill the appropriate holes in a scrap piece of wood and fit both chuckies to each hole size.
It is easy to resize the chucky with sandpaper while turning it on the lathe.

Try just a light touch of the sandpaper. We suggest 180 or higher grit.
If you have a square carbide chisel, this also works well but take VERY LIGHT CUTS.
Please only try this method if you are an experienced turner.
In the event you are too aggressive and make the chucky too small, this is easily corrected
by wraping a piece of tape around the chucky diameter.
The Chuckies can be used on either the headstock or tailstock with a
live center (with removable cone).

Please remember that if you have any questions concerning the use of your Rubber Chucky
product to please either email us sales@rubberchucky.com or call us at 248.877.0828.
The safe use of any Rubber Chucky product is entirely the responsibility of the purchaser/user.
If you do not agree with this, please return the Rubber Chucky product immediately for a full
refund. Your use of any Rubber Chucky Products, LLC product will constitute your agreement
to your responsibility.

